
6.7.8.9 september 2024
DENMARK

Challenge yourself and join us on the beautiful island of Møn for a bike, run & fun 
weekend in a hygge*setting! Explore this incredibly beautiful island in Denmark 

for four days and push your sporting limits with like-minded people. 
The choice of what you want to take part in is entirely up to you!

more info can be found on our (Dutch) website www.trotseerdetrappen.nl

MOUNTAINbike

trailRUN

& fun!

 conquerconquer
 the stairs the stairs

  of Mon!  of Mon!



 

INCLUDED
FRI(night)  MTB/hike dark sky tour 
Sa- Ánd su noon  mtb/trailrun discovery tour
su- or mo morning  sunset adventure

• Guidance from people who know every bit of the island.
• On Saturday, a clinic by an MTB or Trailrun expert/guide, you get to choose!

• Three nights at a hotel in Klintholm Havn, located a short walk from beach and sea!

• A season ticket for the interesting GEO Centre at Møns Klint.
• Breakfast, lunch and dinner all days. Sat., Sun. and Mon. a nutritious breakfast, 

where you also make your own lunch. The meal Fri.evening, a festive BBQ on Sat.
evening and a delicious meal on Sun.evening (dinners do not include drinks).

• An original souvenir to make your friends jealous :)!
• During the weekend, there will be several EXTRA activities where more info will 

follow! So keep an eye on our website and social media! 

Costs  € 545  (DK 4075) p.p.
Register before 15 August 2024 via WWW.TROTSEERDETRAPPEN.NL

Programme from Fri. 6/9 3pm to Mon. 9/9 12pm. Price excl. return Møn.  

* The trip will go ahead when there are a minimum of 15 participants. Read all conditions on our website.
*  If the trip cannot proceed for legitimate reasons from the organisation, the full amount will be returned. 
 Cancellation (and return of the amount) of a participant is only possible under the applicable rules of his/her 
 own travel insurance policy. In all other cases, unfortunately the amount cannot be returned.
*  Participation is at your own risk.  

www.trotseerdetrappen.nl For now, only available in Dutch, but Google Translate can help you out!

information & organisation
For more information and to sign up email info@trotseerdetrappen.nl 
or call Irmgard Nieuwenhuis 0031 6 27338331
Conquer the stairs of Møn is organised by TINCUP Partners www.tincup.partners
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*Hygge describes a feeling and is a difficult to translate, typically Danish word. 
It is experiencing a nice atmosphere. Focusing on the things that really matter, 

like being together and enjoying the good things in life. 


